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INTRODUCTION 
 
Nigeria’s retail sector generate 17% of the gross domestic product (GDP), this is has a result of 
favorable economic policy initiated by the government in order to make the industry viable. In 
addition, the retail sector offers opportunity of possibility for purchaser of retail products as well 
as for the seller and investor (CAI 2012). However; despite the glooming retail industry, local or 
traditional market is still widely enjoyed by Nigerian consumers (CAI 2012). 
“The marketing concept defines marketing as a philosophy which states that a firm’s activities 
should be based on satisfying consumers” (Gronroos, 1990). Though, retail market consists of 
efficiency directing of goods and services in an economical manner. This services and goods 
must be satisfactory to consumer to gain trust and must not be expensive more than their 
perceived cost, but economical in order for the product to be purchase. Nigeria economy has 
seen accelerating growth in Formal retail trade in the year 2011 and 2012 respectively. In 
addition; according to 2012 global strategy report by Straplan, beliefs that Nigerian population 
increase is an opportunity for investment in retail sector market in the Africa region (Nigerian 
Orient News 2013). 
When we talk about retail marketing, is not complete if we did not talk about the product they 
sell. However, according to Bucklin (1963) defined consumer goods as comfort goods or 
products which are bought regularly with less hassle, shopping goods are goods purchase purely 
on the product suitability, price quality and style. Whereas in specialty goods, they are bought 
mostly on the choice that only the goods is directly meeting a certain demand or want. 
Thus consumer decision making process not only involves choosing a brand or product but also 
includes selecting type of retail market (Jobber 2009). 
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Retail market comprises of sales of products, ranging from a fixed location such as supermarket 
stores, kiosk or street market for direct consumption by the purchaser. Retail market can still 
include services such as delivery, for purpose of this project study I will concentrate on food and 
non-food product sale by the retail market. 
Consumers play an important role in the retail sector. The motivating buying skill they have to 
make a choice of their need and want or on what to buy also have corresponding direct effect on 
sales and profit on the retail market establishment. (Kinsey 1988). 
Consumer may wish to buy product from any type of retail market, more also, this depend on the 
preference on individual consumer. (Jacobsen, Marie- Louise 2011). 
 
 
 
My focus is on consumer’s buying behavior which can be understood as how, where, and which 
retail market they prefer to buy product when confronted with buying decision. And also 
supermarket strategies to increase customer rate and change the perception of consumer towards 
supermarket shopping culture. 
 
The retail market in Nigeria can be classified into formal and informal retail market. Formal 
retail marketing describes as supermarket stores, chain and departmental stores and however; 
informal retail market is widely known as the traditional market, local or street market which is 
individually owned. Formal retail marketing which allow tax to be collected by the government 
from the supermarket operator entrepreneur or commercial establishment who sales food 
products of daily consumption and non-food products such as electronics, clothes, cosmetic and 
foot wear etc.  in a specific building location for the purposes of selling to final consumers.  
Also, this is a market structure where buyer and seller meet. 
 
 Informal retail market can be described as a street market or open market which is 
predominantly of small trader’s retail ownership that owned kiosks, street seller and small shop 
owner scatter around the street also with aim to sell to consumer. Permanent supermarket stores 
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are still surprisingly rare in rural part of Nigeria which is far remote from the urban city where 
supermarket is largely concentrated. 
The limitation of supermarket stores in the rural community as resulted for rural consumer and 
traders to go major city center to purchase costly items of good quality (Porter, 1990). 
Informal retail marketing was in existence since the colonial period and offer buyer opportunity 
to negotiate and bargaining for the best price for the product he or she intend buying from the 
seller. Though, on the right side, Nigeria population which consists of young and working age 
people is due to continue increasing in following decade which will leads to robust consumer 
market and economic expansion (Deloitte 2012). 
 
 
Retail sector in Nigeria is overwhelmingly dominated by traditional and informal trade structures 
both in the urban cities and rural environ.  
However the robust growth in 2011 total sale value is as result of expansion in retail trade in 
Nigeria and growth level of population in the urban city together with household income in the 
section of the population (Euromonitor International 2012) 
 
Worldwide retail setting is advancing at fast rate, it comprises of competition increases from 
local and oversea companies and ever ambitious and demanding consumers who has buying 
tastes. (Kaufman & Lane1996; Frasquet, & Molle2001; Parikh 2006). 
 
However, with emergence of some foreign owned retail outlet in Nigeria like Shoprite in five 
states in the country including Lagos the financial capital of Nigeria. Likewise the supermarket 
stores established by Nigeria investor like Foodco in Ibadan for example has shown another 
dimension for buyer’s broader choice of shopping experience and buying product in one building 
location.  
Overall, there are increasing rate of number of modern retail shopping store expansion and the 
levels of investment within the supermarket operator in Nigeria are on the higher rate (Deloitte 
2012). According to Euro monitor 2013 “the retail sector is expected to experience strong and 
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steady growth over the forecast period and the large growing Nigerian population will provide 
steady and ever- growing demand for retail products”. 
 
In this perspective, the retail sector environments is now competitive allowing consumers to have 
the buying choices to purchases product whether from formal or informal retail market sector. 
Also, increases in customers  internal and external factors has an attribute on the buying and 
shopping behavior thereby determine when, how and where they purchase product( Arnould, 
Price & Zinkhan 2002; North & Kotze 2004; Schlffman  & Kanuk).  
 
In this context, I based my goal of my project study on how Nigeria Supermarket Company 
reacts to consumer behavior toward retail market? 
 
 
 
Motivation  
The project research being part of my academic study at Roskilde University I am challenged to 
investigate and research on Nigeria consumer’s towards local and supermarket store, and also 
marketing strategies to get customer to do their shopping at supermarket store. Therefore, I 
intend analyzing consumer behavior and buying decision making towards formal retail outlet by 
using statistic data and theory and taking survey by using questionnaire to research and find 
answer to this project problem. 
Nigeria consumer goods market is moving towards accommodating the local or traditional street 
market, whereas on the contrary there is reduction towards formal sector like the supermarket 
stores or outlet (John Young 2011). 
 
The retail sector is a perfect context for my research. Although, the formal retail sector of 
Nigeria is a fraction (John Young 2011). Indeed, retail sector has grown faster and see 
expansion. Also retail development is still on –going till date. 
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Problem Area 
 
I have chosen to write a project on retail sector in Nigeria, due to the fact that most consumers do 
their shopping and buying of food and non-food at local market which is already the way of life.   
Despite the fact that consumers has buying culture towards local market, firstly; my goal of this 
project is to identify the major behavioral changes consumers has towards supermarket retail 
stores and how can supermarket company strategized to increase their customer rate. Secondly; 
supermarket retailing is new compare to local market, and how can Nigerian consumer accept 
the new trend of supermarket buying culture. 
According to Haresh Keswani the managing director of Artee Group his view is that there is a lot 
of opportunity for every investor in retail business in Nigeria which is undetected (Business day 
2012). 
 
The relevance and reason of choosing the problem formulation is because it will give me in 
depth knowledge and information to understand how consumers behave and make preference 
towards both retail market, meanwhile my attention will be on supermarket store. 
 
Also finding ways on how supermarket operator reacts to consumer’s buying behaviors? 
The choice of my problem formulation come as result of Nigeria consumer has an indifference 
towards supermarket retailing. 
 
Research Questions 
 
The general problem of or gap in knowledge on which the project is focused: 
How Supermarket Company can react to how consumers behave towards the retail market? 
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Working questions. 
Answering the research question means investigating different dimensions, in order to structure 
my project study within this context, I have introduced four sub questions which are written 
below: 
1. What are the strategies of Supermarket Company to increase customer rate? 
2. How Nigeria consumers react towards retail sector? 
3. Does price mechanism having any influence on the choice of outlet, that is, a supermarket 
and a traditional open market outlet? 
4. Does price of product offer at the two retail market have impact the choice of consumer 
to make preference on choice of retail market? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Methodology 
 
I will be relating my methodology choice of this project to investigate why consumer makes 
preference on the two type of retail market and strategies Supermarket Company can do to 
increases customer patronage. Both primary and secondary data was used for the purpose of this 
project. My intending research method or pattern was based upon two strategies: Exploratory and 
descriptive method. With exploratory research I am using qualitative method design to enable me 
to create a focus group for this project, the focus group was two supermarket stores and the 
population group comprises of seven local governments area in Ibadan. Meanwhile, with 
descriptive research it offer me the opportunity  to used quantitative method like survey 
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questionnaire and drafting sampling question in order to get responses from a large set of 
respondent. . A questionnaire is defined as “a list of questions or statements which require the 
interview to make reply which may be recorded either by the respondent himself or by the 
interviewer” (Proctor and Stone, 1978, p.75). Firstly, due to distance apart from Nigeria to 
Denmark my current place of resident, I will be using more of secondary data, reading previous 
newspaper online, journals and reviewing available literature to enable me get the require 
information and data. Furthermore, also collecting previous research literature and review it will 
offer me analytical perspective to this project study. I will be examining and analyzing some 
Quarterly data from Nigeria statistical board website, Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) official 
annual economy report on  macroeconomics, consumer price index, (CPI) and consumer 
confidence and environmental variable was also used in order to incorporate more finding to 
improve the strength and reliability of the result of this project. 
 
Meanwhile, when approaching the research question, am very inspired to use attribution theory 
of consumer behavior With this theory approached, it will help me to analysis how consumer 
behave before buying process and the place they buy food and non-food. Secondly this theory 
will enable me to know purchasing behavior of average Nigerian consumers and analyzing 
consumer’s buying behavior. 
 
The theoretical approaches relate to both consumers and retailer, by using this theory it will 
enable me answer my question relating to my project work. Hence the theory is used as my 
methodology direction towards understanding why consumer make preference on the type of 
retail market they make purchases. 
 
 
Survey Method 
 
The framing and sequencing of the questions was done in a specific pattern in order to win the 
cooperation and interest of the respondents. The total of respondents was 110, and two 
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respondents from the supermarket operator or company totaling to 112 that respond to the survey 
questions. The survey questionnaires were divided into two parts. Firstly, the survey questions 
for the two retail supermarket store company, and secondly, questionnaire focusing on people 
profile on pricing, product purchase towards supermarket retail. In total over 19 questions was 
drafted in order to do the survey. Some part survey sheet has (YES or NO) Option for 50 
respondent to answer. While the other part has structured question to enable 60 respondents 
explain their thought and opinion in writing. 
 
Data collection 
 
A sample survey was done on two well know supermarkets in Ibadan. The supermarket that was 
surveyed was trolley and foodco supermarket. Questionnaires were administered to the 
supermarket operator so as to gather information. Furthermore, my friend was successful in 
interviewing 112 people in Ibadan metropolitan area in May 2013.  The survey took seven days 
and 16 people were interview per day. Therefore, those people that was sound in mind responds 
to the questionnaire by writing down their view and answer whereas, she documents the views 
and answer for the illiterate respondent who can neither read nor write but only speak out there 
opinion which translated into writing. Male and female was interview to get gender perspectives 
towards the buying behavior towards retail market. She was able to go to both rural and urban 
area in Ibadan. 
 
Delimitations    
 
The project work gives in-depth finding on how do Nigerian consumers make preference on 
where they buy their food and non-food, and what strategies do supermarket operator do to 
increase their customers and sales rate. Although the scope of study supposed to cover all the 
cities in Nigeria, but because of limitation I only focused on Ibadan the capital city of Oyo state.  
The area of coverage is delimited to what circumstances can permit. For example, my aim is to 
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get consumers survey and intend visiting some selected supermarket outlet all over the country. I 
would have loved to travel to Nigeria to get the necessary qualitative information needed to 
boost my project work. But due my academic work and finance, I finally decided to delegate my 
friend, who has volunteer take the task to visit two supermarket outlets to get data and interview 
people located in Ibadan metropolis. 
However, Shoprite which is owned by South Africa investor yet to open their shopping mall in 
Ibadan. Though, their building site still under construction as at time of writing this project. This 
is a limitation. 
More also, the keen interest I have to get reliable data and information and for the fact am in 
Denmark and to get primary data in Nigeria is big challenge.  By delegating my friend to do 
survey on people and supermarket operator on my behalf and give me feedback, for instance i do 
not know whether my friend has the burning desire like me to carry out huge task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Theory approach 
 
In this part of discussion, I am going to look on how supermarket company or operator can reacts 
to consumers buying behavior towards both retail market. Then, I will be relating it with one 
theory such as: attribution theory of consumer buying behavior to discuss this context. 
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Attribution theory of consumer behavior  
 
Attribution theory deals with internal cause or factors of an individual person such as 
personality, belief and attitude etc. which is the main cause of an outcome. More also, a person 
behavior is influence by external factor such as environments is the primary cause to an outcome 
(Heider1958). 
 
Attribution theory shed more light on some factors like personal budget, higher price that may 
alter consumer decision making and shopping behavior. However, individual consumer’s has its 
own reason or preference for desire product he or she intend buying. For instance, product 
attribute such as quality, durability has an influence consumer when purchasing their product of 
their choice.  
 
Overall, consumer decides what type of product that is best for him or her; however it is duty of 
retail marketer should research and focus on consumer prefer product in other to increase sales. 
Or focus on the product quality attribute. 
Pricing Approach 
There are number factors that are consider when setting a price such as when price has linkage to 
demand of the product and service, and sales turnover connect to the price. In addition, when 
cost is link to price and finally the level of investing in which are related to the price (Doyle 
2000). Pricing is an integral part of the marketing process. For instance, the right price can 
generate more patronages and sales; the wrong price can make potential  and to look elsewhere 
for their shopping. 
However, when setting a price it depends on how sales turnover are inter woven with the price. 
For instance, increasing the prices of the product tend to directly increase the turnover margin. 
Thus by increasing the prices leads to increase in revenue in a given period. Whereas additional 
price rise in unit price of a product will result to deduction increases in turnover. 
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The connectivity with price and sales turnover price and prices changes let to a bell curve draw 
below (Doyle 2000). 
 
 
 
 
Sales Revenue 
Price 
Source: Doyle 2000 
 
 
 
Cost –oriented approach  
 
This is theory approach can be refer as essential factors of pricing of the cost of the scare input 
resources that are added to get the complete product. Though, marketing firm sell their product at 
the expensive rate but however this can be based on company preference. For instance, not all 
the marketing company raises the price of their product they are selling to reach profit margin.  
If the price of the product is higher enough in term of cost, this will make the business to 
continue stay afloat and thus become profitable. But the revise is the case if they do otherwise 
they have to look for other avenue to increase the price of the product or decreasing cost or 
taking both step, in the contrary the business bankrupt (Lockley 1949). 
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To determine the price of a product, by using markup pricing it will lead to final price of product.  
Markup is a method of calculation of price cost of margin in an industry (Roeger1995). 
For instance, retail sector like supermarket uses markup price to set up percentage markup. By 
using these markup prices, the cost will derive the lists of prices to be used thereby setting a 
standard price for the entire customer (Lockley 1949). 
For example, if a supermarket store selling product like electronics and sell one LED flat screen 
television at the cost 200DKK, if the markup pricing technique 10% or( 0.1) by setting the figure 
around 0 and1 the total price that will achieved will be calculated by the formula below: 
 
 
                    Price = Unit Item Cost       =   200     =200        =222 
                                  1 – Markup              1 -0.1       0.9   
 
However, markup pricing are only applicable to some industries but does not apply for all 
industries. 
 
 
The value Approach 
 
Product like non-food such as furniture’s, refrigerator and clothing, of which customer do not 
attached low price sensitivity, however firm inculcating pricing technique to their customer by 
putting customer consideration in  their  marketing plan (Foxall 1972).  
This perspective is based on setting prices based on purchaser thought of the product value rather 
to prices of the competitor in the market. This approach is contradictory to the cost oriented 
approach, the explanation is that product and service are price by what consumer or customer can 
afford to pay. This is as result the component resources used to produce a product are not limited 
in supply. The consumers are more seeking to purchase product offer additional value. 
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However, consumer determining the value they received from the product and service and thus 
determine the price. Contrary to cost oriented approach pricing which determine cost first and 
later the final price (Foxall 1972) pp. 405- 412. 
 
 
  
 
Determinants.  
 
A consumer choice of preferred retail type of market for making purchases depends on perceived 
maximum satisfaction he or she derived. The value for money perspectives, allow consumer to 
lay emphasis on the service render over cost. Consumers evaluate the retail market, such as 
product assortment and product quality, supermarket lay out, convenience and cleanliness and 
the environment in order to make purchases decision (Mazursky and Jacoby 1985; Hildebrandt 
1988; Blackwell et al. 2001; Bucklin et al. 1996, Finn and Louivere`, 1996). The location of the 
supermarket gives rise to number of choices for consumers from different supermarket stores 
(Bell et al.1998). Most of the supermarket in Ibadan metropolitan area is located in commercial 
center far from the rural environment. That is enable consumer to select their choice supermarket 
outlet to buy from. 
 
Factors 
 Lifestyles  
“The change on the life style, as the consequence of globalization era, causes consumers in 
developing countries try to imitate the life style and consumption pattern which occur in the 
developed country” (Ger. and Belk, 1996). The factor that can clearly affect people’s attitudes 
and behavior is the lifestyle that they choose to adopt. Lifestyles are basically concerned with the 
way in which people live and how they spend their money on what products to buy and which 
retail market to make the purchase. 
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However, lifestyle provide the ways of seeking to categorize and explain human behavior , based 
on factors such as an individual’s interest, activities  and opinions on their environment 
characteristics Pp.129-132. 
 
Personality and Store Patronage 
 
“Personality can be defined as that aspect of our psyche that determines the way in which we 
respond to our environment in a relatively stable way over time” p 94, A brand sold in a 
supermarket or retail stores is communicating something, but individual interprets the brand 
through may different reasons; through experience, through perceptions, misconceptions, the 
value systems of the individual (Aaker & Fournier, 1995). Take for instance, high and low 
involvement product. For high involvement products, the buyer has to spend considerable time 
and effort in searching for information about the products and take searching for information 
about the products and it takes more time to take decision for purchase of the brand. The high 
involvement product like clothing carry symbolic meaning image reinforcement or psychological 
satisfaction and reflect the consumer’s social life , aspirations, fantasies and affiliations which 
are bought upon this emotional aspects (Solomon,1986; Kaiser, 1998). This show how consumer 
evaluates products and are motivated to make preference type of retail or store decision before 
making product purchased. 
In high involvement products consumer are aware of their self-concept and thus use brand 
personality as well their criteria in evaluating products, rather than only using heuristics (Oh & 
Fiorito 2002). 
Whereas in low involvement products are bought frequently or the repeated purchase products 
do not required minimum of thought and effort to enable consumer to buy them. They do not 
necessarily have impact on consumer’s lifestyle.   
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Consumers are not motivated to engage in stores decision making at the time of purchase when 
the product is purchased frequently and unimportance is attached to it. “Consumers put minimum 
cognitive effort and only to make a satisfactory choice for low involvement product rather an 
optimal choice” (Emhorn & Hogarth, 1981). For example consumer’s exerted less effort in 
choosing types of stores to buy repeat product purchase like toothbrush, detergent than choosing 
life style apparel or electronics which are high involvement product. 
   
Income and Economic Environment 
 
Market requires buying power as well as people. The economic environment consists of factors 
that affect consumer purchasing power and spending pattern. Nigeria people income varies 
greatly in their levels and distribution of income. These are criteria in choice on type of retail 
store and product purchase. People or consumer  with higher income  make buy product with 
ease at the supermarket stores than low income earner  are cautious in buying product that are 
not too expensive but at a fair price. The high status shopping purchasing consumer durables, the 
shopping mall conspicuous consumption, shopping for luxuries do neglect everyday shopping 
experience. This is partly driven by economic analyses of preferences which indicate that as 
disposal income rises necessities to   take up a small proportion of income, to purchase luxuries 
become a more interesting issue for the growth of retail culture (forbes.com) 
(Myers & Mount 1973). Suggest that “income is superior to social class in the consumer store 
choice for a wide variety of home furnishings, appliances, and ready-to-wear product categories 
as well as some services” (Hisrich & Peters 1972). Also found income superior to social class in 
explaining store choice behavior. Thus, the relative importance of income and social class as a 
predictor variable seems to vary depending upon the type of store preference. For example, 
consumers who are loyal to department stores have the following characteristics: they are white-
collar workers, have higher incomes, and high education.  
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In order to know consumer buying behavior towards types of retail market by using related 
literature, several theories has been introduced to examine this phenomena see [1]. 
According to (Swanson and Kelley 2001) [2] they defined attribution theory as “a collection of 
several theories are concerned with the assignment of causal inferences and how these 
interpretation influence evaluations and behavior”.  Different theorist has adopted the previous 
theoretical literature review on attribution theory. Like (Weiner 2000) [3], in his view of these 
theory belief attributions plays their role in post – initial outcome decision making that is 
attributions intervene and exert their influence after product related outcome and prior to the next 
choice. Others like (Jin and Kim2003) [4], in their beliefs state that the influence of stores 
attribute on consumer loyalty depends on consumers’ purpose for shopping and perceptions of 
the store attribute. For (Uusitalo 2001) [5], is view about new retail formats and stores is to 
continuously introduced and traditional retail format need to find ways to retain customer. 
(Miranda Konya and Havrila, 2005) [6] Which suggested that the quality, price, availability of 
new product attributed that influences consumer attitude. 
Different researcher has addressed the subject area on consumer behavior towards retail market. 
(Yilmaz et al, 2007) [7], in his study view customers, the location of the shopping mall, product, 
and price, and quality, physical appearance, attitude of store staff were important factors 
customer outlet selection preference. 
In this project paper, I have summarized the previous research study to answer question [1] 
above. Therefore, in my opinion I think all the researchers has shown various factors that affect 
consumer behavior towards type of store outlets to make purchased. Based on this, I belief the 
last reference have demonstrated the use of pricing to understand consumer behavior towards 
different retail store outlet. Nigeria consumer are price sensitive, Consumer will likely want to 
make purchase at retail store which offer cheap and quality product compare to store outlet that 
offer higher price. Overall price play an important attributes which restrict consumer decision 
making and shopping behavior. However, all the previous theories views and approaches 
describe above apart from price. The research study have not consider Nigeria context of which 
majority of retail store are mainly open market/street market. In addition, the research has not 
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considered rural environment of Nigeria people or consumer which are far from the urban/city 
where supermarket are located. 
Although, the analysis and view is on different types of supermarket. However, some of the 
views of previous research on consumer buying behavior and preferences to product purchase is 
still depends on factors such as personal budget, product and quality can be related to Nigeria 
situation. Despite this, the theories have not shown any linkage on how consumer buying 
behavior or attitude towards open market retail and supermarket retail store in Nigeria retail 
sector. 
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Analysis 
Indicator 
 
 
 
Consumer confidence and environmental variables  
 
 
Consumer confidence indicator is designed to measure the degree of optimism that consumers 
feel about the overall state of the economy and their personal financial situation. How confident 
people are about stability of their incomes determines their spending activity and therefore serves 
as one of the key indicators for the overall shape of the economy. If consumer confidence is 
higher, consumers are making more purchases, boosting the economic expansion. On the 
contrary, if confidence is lower, consumers tend to save more than they spend, resulting to the 
contraction of the economy. 
When there are changes in interest rates, for example this may affect consumer confidence and 
can also lead to an important aspect on business related activities. 
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When there is volatility in the economic such as rising and continual movement in the general 
level of the prices for over specific time as result of inflation. Thus, this reflects the fall in the 
value of money which can lead to reduction in consumer spending capability to buy food and 
non-food product. 
 
 
 
 
In the graph above, consumer Price Index in Nigeria increased to 144 March of 2013 from 143 
February of 2013. CPI in Nigeria is reported by the Nigeria National Bureau of statistics. 
Historically, from 2004 until 2013, Nigeria Consumer Price Index averaged was 92.77 reaching 
an all-time high of 144 in March of 2013 and a record low of 54 in March of 2004. In Nigeria, 
the Consumer Price Index measures changes in the prices paid by consumers for a basket of 
goods and services. These charts are historical data for Nigeria Consumer Price Index (Nigeria 
National Bureau of statistics). As the chart demonstrated it shows there are correlation between 
consumer behavior towards spending on products and services as result of increases in purchases 
from 2004 to 2013. However changes incomes and price or preference lead to consumer’s 
substitution between different products.   
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Finding and Result of the Ibadan survey 
 
Below is table of consumer survey in Ibadan for 60 respondents in preferring supermarket 
 
 
1. dkkkk 
                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Looking at the table above, this show that quality of the product is attributing factors that allow 
consumer to prefer supermarket for their choice of place to buy their product. Quality having 
42% from the total survey follow by fixed price.  18% of the respondents give their opinions on 
fixed price of the supermarket store dissuade them for not engaging bargaining for price of the 
product.  Supermarket environment which account to 13% and varieties of product which is 15% 
this are attribute that marketer of supermarket operator look into in order to increase the 
customer rate. 
When studying the survey questionnaire, people prefer to buy their product at supermarket but 
they stated that higher price is the barrier factor for not shopping at supermarket 
 
SUPERMARKET PREFERENCE FACTORS                            NUMBER OF RESPONSES            (%) 
1. Fixed price 
2.  
3.  
2. Supermarket Environment 
3. Varieties of products 
4. Convenience of the product 
5. Quality  
6. Employee Service Delivery 
7. Packaging 
                       11 
                       8 
                       9 
                        4 
                      25 
                       2 
                        1 
      18 
      13 
      15 
       7 
       42 
       3 
       2 
                       60       100 
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When asking the respondent which retail market will they buy their food and non-food.  
 
23% 
37% 
37% 
3% 
Which retail market do you purchase your 
food and nonfood? 
Supermarket store Local market Both Non of the above
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37% belief they will prefer to buy their product at local market, also the same margin believe 
they will rather do purchase at both market. 3% remain undecided to both markets. Only 23% 
say I will only shop at supermarket store. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           Economic Activity Sectors  
With Growth Accelerations in 2011 Relative to 2010 
S/N  Sector Growth (%) Contribution to Growth 
(%) 
2010 2011 2010 2011 
1. Forestry 5.77 5.86 0.38 0.41 
2. Cement 10.56 10.72 0.11 0.13 
3. Other Manufacturing 7.51 7.57 3.72 4.05 
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4. Electricity 2.96 3.05 1.17 1.25 
5. Building & Construction 11.85 12.26 2.86 3.32 
6. Wholesale and Retail Trade 11.22 11.33 25.52 28.78 
7. Hotel and Restaurants 11.95 12.09 0.72 0.82 
8. Road Transport 6.81 6.85 2.08 2.08 
9. Rail Transport & Pipelines 5.73 5.85 0.00 0.00 
10. Water Transport 5.37 5.53 0.04 0.04 
11. Telecommunications 34.83 35.14 15.68 21.41 
12. Post 10.17 10.24 0.09 0.10 
13. Financial Institutions 3.73 3.75 1.66 1.74 
14. Insurance 9.05 9.05 0.17 0.19 
15. Business Services (Not Health or 
education) 
5.98  6.06 0.09 0.10 
16. Other Services 9.76 10.03 0.95 1.07 
17 Broadcasting 8.28 8.45 0.08 0.09 
 Average 9.50 9.64 55.07 65.59 
 Source: NBS 
 
According to economic activities in the entire sector in Nigeria above, there is growth increase in 
whole sale and retail trade from 11.22% in 2010 to 11.33 in 2011 whereas contribution to growth 
to economy is 25.52% in 2010 and 28.78% in the year 2011. This indicates that there are high 
increase in consumer spending on goods and service. 
 
Result of the survey 
The analysis and finding is based on 102 people, but the result does not represent entire Ibadan 
metropolis or likewise Nigeria entirety. What the survey demonstrated is that people prefer 
supermarket store to local store, however using some economic variable there is indication  that 
Nigeria consumer are patronize supermarket outlet and formal retail sector  is heading to right 
path or direction. 
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Conclusion 
 
After understanding consumer’s buying behavior towards retail market whether local market or 
supermarket stores. My assumption is that government have major role to play through their 
policies in order to further developed (supermarket) formal retail sector in Nigeria. However, the 
entry of foreign investor is welcomed development to the retail sector. 
In addition, supermarket retail store is sources of employments and revenue to the government 
through company tax. 
 In overview the pricing approach, using the right price which is reasonable to consumer will 
encourage supermarket shopping. 
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APPENDIXES: 
A 
Title: Why does Nigeria make preference on the type of retail market they make purchases? 
                                 Super market vs. Local market 
The reason of the survey is to know which retail market do people go to buy their food items and 
nonfood I e.g. Cloths, electronics etc. 
Be assured that your responses are highly confidential in the question and answer exercises. 
 
1. NAME 
2. AGE 
3. GENDER 
4. OCCUPATION 
5. INCOME 
 
6. Which retail market do you buy your product from? Is it Supermarket or Local market? 
 
7. How many times in a week or month do you make purchases from the supermarket? 
 
8. What are your interests in buying products in supermarket? 
 
9. What interest you buying products in local market? 
 
10.  I prefer local market to Supermarket.      (Yes or No) 
 
11. I prefer supermarket to local market.        (Yes or No) 
 
12. I prefer both retail markets.                       (Yes or No) 
 
13. What are your views or reaction towards retail (market supermarket)? 
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14. What are your views or reaction towards retail market (local market)? 
 
 
15.  I will like to do all my shopping at supermarket only.    (Yes or No) 
16.  I will like to do all my shopping at local market only.    (Yes or No) 
17.  I will like to do all my shopping at both.                          ( Yes or No) 
18.  What product do you buy at supermarket  a- (food) b- (non-food), c- (both) 
 
  
Thanks for your help and cooperation.  
 
 
 
B 
Title: Why does Nigeria make preference on the type of retail market they make purchases? 
                                 Super market vs. Local market 
The reason of the survey is to know which retail market do people go to buy their food items and 
nonfood I e.g. Cloths, electronics etc. 
Be assured that your responses are highly confidential in the question and answer exercises. 
 
19. NAME 
20. AGE 
21. GENDER 
22. OCCUPATION 
23. INCOME 
 
24. Which retail market do you buy your product from? Is it Supermarket or Local market? 
 
25. How many times in a month do you make purchases from the supermarket? 
 
26. What interests you buying products in supermarket? 
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27. What interest you buying products in local market? 
 
28. What are your views or reaction towards retail (market supermarket)? 
 
 
 
29. What are your views or reaction towards retail market (local market)? 
  
 
 
Thanks for your help and cooperation. The copy of the report can be forward to you email after 
publication if you are interested. 
 
Title: Why does Nigeria make preference on the type of retail market they make purchases? 
                                 Super market vs. Local market 
The reason of the survey is to know which retail market do people go to buy their food items and 
nonfood I e.g. Cloths, electronics etc. 
Be assured that your responses are highly confidential in the question and answer exercises. 
1. Name of supermarket 
2. City 
 
3. Are they major changes of Nigerian consumer or people from local market towards 
supermarket purchases? 
 
4. Do Nigeria consumers have supermarket buying culture? 
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5. What are the strategies to persuade Nigeria embrace supermarket purchases? 
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